V. THE MOST HORRIFIC ILLNESSES
AND WHAT CASUES THEM

Lets start with listing these top diseases:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Cancer
Lyme Complex
VHFs
Retro Viruses
Echinococcus (Tumour like parasite)
Dementia / Alzheimer
Morgellons
MND / ALS

This is basically the list of diseases which are the most horrific and
fast acting in some instances.
What is the most horrific thing about most of them: Number One they are allegedly incurable. And Number Two - they are denied to
ever exist or to be as common as they are.
These are the most common diseases keeping our numbers on this
planet down.

1. CANCER
Lets start with this then - 1939 Cancer Act. If you have read the story
of Royal Raymond Rife you should know this simple fact - 1938 and
1939 years were the time when all those worshipping Rife in America
were bribed by Big Pharma to deny ever knowing him.
And at exact same time the law was introduced in USA, UK and many
other countries which basically says:
Unless you are medically qualified you cannot advise, diagnose or
treat cancer. (you should read - unless you are Big Pharma
approved)
Is this a coincidence? This is simply a rhetorical question.
This book alone is a testimony that with magnetism we can blast any
pathogen we want. So why are we not doing it?
Who and how controls millions of scientists? It is the same story with
Cancer.
Introduce Law that will stop alternative disapproved researchers from
finding the cure and no progress will be made.
So lets analyse a few facts again:

- Huge share of cancer cases are caused by the cancer virus isolated
by Rife back in early 30’s.

- Rife cured all terminally ill patients with cancer using his
equipment.

- To cure cancer all you should need to do is to destroy the virus and
the body will recover back to normal.

- The law introduced back in 1939 was simply designed to stop the
cure invented by Rife.

- Till now we continue with chemo which has 3% efficacy. Chemo is
nothing but mustard gas. This is insanity.

- Perfectly healthy people are diagnosed with cancer mainly through
-

-

use of parasites to prove that chemo drugs have higher efficacy than
3%
Statistically 1 in 3 people have cancer virus. This is how many
people die from cancer.
Where do we get cancer virus from - vaccinations. Obviously there is
nothing wrong with vaccinations except the food that is used to
develop any strain of any pathogen comes often contaminated.
Vaccinations are not only contaminated with cancer virus but with
many other pathogens, chemicals and nano technology. Some of
them are introduced within the vaccine on purpose.
Look at the volume of vaccinations we are forced to have. 100 years
ago only about 1 in 25 people used to die from cancer. To day this
number is 1 in 3. Soon 1 in 2. Why - compulsory vaccination
programmes. Australia became very recently a country where if you
do not vaccine your children you cannot send them to school.
Nothing about finding the cure for cancer points at the virus
identified by Rife. Why? Because we would do everything to find
drugs to destroy viruses. And since we look in a wrong place no
focus will be placed on viruses.

2. LYME COMPLEX
I do not know how much you know about Lyme Disease, but probably
the starting point to this conversation is to label this disease as
Complex!
Because Lyme is not caused by Borrelia Burgdorferii alone. Lyme is not
caused by one or two co-infections on top of it.
What you discover below is what every person with Lyme has as a coinfection. Without exceptions! Name me a liar – but that is how things
are.
So testing for multiple co-infections with whatever means is pointless.
Once one of the main Lyme co-start is present it practically guarantees
you have all the rest.
Wasting money on highly inaccurate testing is obviously your choice.
But out of my 200 cases of Lyme Complex all 200 had identical
spectrum of co-infections.
Get tested for Babesia and Borrelia at most and then you can presume
you have at least another 95% of what you will find below.
The most important thing to mention here is: you cannot eliminate
Lyme Complex with antibiotics. The simple reasons are the Babesia,
Malaria and the full range of Viral Haemorrhaging Fevers. These are
just some examples:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Ebola,
Karelian Virus
Marburg
Sabia,
Japanese Encephalitis
West Nile
Yellow Fever

…..
Just simply look below.

I find it incredibly boring topic since with one single frequency you can
eliminate every single coinfection of Lyme Complex.
What you must also remember is – there are types of parasites which
can mimic Lyme Complex. And if you have both you are most likely bed
ridden.
The critical thing in Lyme treatment is to tackle parasites first. What
very few people understand that it is a very easy thing to establish
when Lyme Complex has been eliminated. The confirmation can be
done in USA with PCR testing which is relatively highly accurate.
You can zap all of Lyme and think whatever you have applied didn’t
work. And here we come – you simply have Trichinella on top of it!
One final thing to highlight is – at least 1 in 7 people have Lyme
disease (2019/20). The easy way to recognise this fact are all forms of
neurological diseases.
The two other methods are loss of hair in women and vitiligo.
Vitiligo is caused by Tularaemia which is always a coinfection of Lyme
Complex. However – Tularaemia can exist on its own and it can lead to
loss of pigmentation of the skin. Loss of pigmentation does not
guarantee you have Lyme Complex.

3. VHFs - Viral Haemorrhaging Fevers (Viruses)
The two most important things to say about this infections are:

- All Lyme Complex cases carry a strain or two of these viruses. 99.9%
probability based on Vega Testing.

- Like Vaccinations - VHFs have been engineered or weakened so they
can work in much longer time - e.g. decades to grind you down. And
if you mentioned to your doctor you might have Ebola virus you
would be ridiculed. And prequalified under Mental Health Act.
To summarise the above - at least 1 in 5 people have a VHF or more. I
would like to say 1 in 2 will have contracted this virus at some point in
life.
You also need to remember that any insect can carry any form of any
bacteria or virus. Any bite - even hotel bed bugs - almost guarantee
you will have contracted something very nasty.
VHFs are designed to turn you like Lyme complex into a
hypochondriac. So you can be prescribed as many drugs as possible.
And this virus is almost guaranteed to be ever looked into.
This sort of infection will disintegrate your organs over many years
leading to a heart attack, kidney failure or similar.

4. Retro Viruses
This is something nobody say even one word about.
And yet practically every person is infected with at least one strain of
this viruses.
How do I know - at some point I began testing every single person for
Retro Viruses. The outcome - unless you are young and in great shape
you may be clean. But to my shocking discovery - at least 95% of
population in their 20’s or above are positive with dormant retro virus.
Now - the question is where do we get them from? The answer is very
simple - and this is not my imagination. There are dozens of sources on
the internet saying that vaccinations had been and almost certainly
are contaminated with all sorts of pathogens. Retro viruses are one of
many nasty infections you can contract when having a jab.
Remember - there is nothing wrong with vaccinations except the food
used in production (e.g. monkey organs) come with all sorts of hidden
pathogens. And what comes in food cannot be sterilised. And these are
just many issues which nobody makes nobody aware with these facts.
And over the years as your immune system becomes weaker the
viruses become more and more active. This obviously leads to a
viscous circle in terms of immunity. Out of control process leading to
fast medical dependence.
And this is what the medicine is about. Make people addicted to drugs
and make sure they do not live too far beyond retirement age.
And remember - the more money you spend on chemo drugs the less
you will leave to your family and children. This is rather very simple to
analyse. Is’t it?

5. Echinococcus (Tumour like parasite)
We have already covered this topic in the Section on Parasites which
comes after this chapter. But it is mighty important to re-emphasize
the significance of this parasite time and time again!
Echinococcus is by far a lot worse than cancer. But before I give you
the reasoning see the pictures of this parasite first.
(See section on Top Ten Parasites)
Echinococcus is incredibly common. Including its smaller cousin
Cysticercossis at least one in ten people are infected with this
parasite. At least one in ten I must repeat it. And it could be a lot
higher. As there are many, many different species of Echinococcus.
Now - understand why I put Echinococcus above cancer (only MND is
worse at least at this stage):
- This parasite causes mechanical and almost certainly irreversible
and often very extensive damage.
- The content of cysts is so toxic that even snakes venom struggles to
match it.
- The parasite is used to tell people they have tumour when in fact
they do not. And obviously the reason behind it is very simple apply chemotherapy on Echinococcus. Which bring no improvement.
- When you have a surgery to remove it - if the content of the cysts
bursts because of how toxic it is it simply leads to a death. It is very
common to die during removal of Echinococcus.
What more to say - when you contract either of the two it often leads
to a severe vomiting event. After contracting this parasite you gave
about 3-6 months to get rid of it before the cysts form too large
leading to a permanent mechanical damage.
Prevention is by far a lot more important than dealing with the
consequences.

Unfortunate those who are diagnosed with this parasite may never see
any improvement with Rife. Because damaged tissue cannot be
repaired.

6. Dementia / Alzheimer
This is as obvious as it can get! Prions, Prions and Prions again.
Before we get any further lets give a few examples of most common
prions / disease: Jacob Creutzfeldt Disease and Mad Cow Disease.
And the horrific thing is we think they do not exist. The fact is - prions
exist in almost every undercooked meat or dairy.
Every piece of meat - medium rare - affect your brain by the fact that
prions are almost certainly contaminating our food.
And they cannot be removed from our body with conventional
methods.
But how many of you have this knowledge.
Prions are like heavy metals - the more you eat undercooked animal
products the more likely you are to be assimilating this molecules.
And the outcome is very, very cruel. When your brain turns into a
sponge - your bodily functions and memory go pear shaped leading to a
very inhuman death.
And the since you are unlikely to remember anything the biggest
burden and horror lies with your family.
And the care required to sustain you alive often ruins families. This is
part of the whole system - the less you live to your children the better.
There is no need for it - Rife can eliminate prions with ease. Except
the damage done can be irreversible. This is the only part of the
problem.
Prevention is much better than treatment.
Lyme Complex plays also a major role in Alzheimers as well as many
other agents but Prions are the main culprit in this equation.

7. Morgellons & Delusional Parasitosis
There is nothing more horrific than Morgellons and MND. Both are
caused by the same agent - the Nanotechnology.
One of the core symptoms of Morgellons is muscle twitching and all
sorts of movements under the skin. Also skin lesions and other internal
bleeding may develop.
This appears to be what they serve to the least subordinated minds on
this planet.
This is how they punish those individuals who can resist their mind
control.
Be very careful - as soon as you describe it to your doctor it will end
up in your records for good.
And a lot more can happen because as soon as it is on your records you
are a subject to Mental Health Act and they simply owe you.
They owe your body and they want to owe your mind back.
Never ever mention these sort of symptoms to doctors or on social
media. See chapter on Mental Health Act.

8.

MND / ALS

This is the purpose of this book!!! MND!!! What leads to it and how to
prevent it. Lets repeat it again - the purpose of this research and the
purpose of this book is to find cure for MND. Whoever finds the cure
for MND will be able to cure any disease!!!
The Russian nesting Dolls (Matryoshka) are possibly the best way to
describe the process leading to MND and Morgellons.
There are large things embedded in us like parasites (which obviously
do not exist for Western Medicine and any other medicine) which then
carry smaller and smaller thing.
Inside parasites we have bacteria which then carries something even
smaller like a virus.
This is by the way why people die in large numbers in intensive care
because antibiotic can and does release the virus which then kills.
Hence you see an improvement in some patients for a day or two. And
then on day three the patient is dead.
And finally - what this book is about - Nanotechnology or nano robots
which are designed to take over from conventional pathogens in case
if the patient became free from the disease.
Discredit - remember - this is all they have to do.
So - in case if you become free and in case if you exceeded your Date
of Death they would activate this option. This may turn into MND or it
may turn into Morgellons. This is the same thing for me anyway.
And MND is the latest experiment which is being tested so when they
have a crown of people on the streets with pitch forks demanding
answers then they can extinct us by activating MND in all of us. And
within a few weeks most of us would be disabled and unable to cause
trouble.

No need for the Biblical Flood to wipe us out of this planet. This is how
it will be done. We will be extinguished like a candle.
This was my observation with people of a very high consciousness who
could resist their technology - those people were triggered with MND
and Morgellons.
Those who followed their electronic instructions forgot about Rifing
and went back to their daily misery. This is the system surrounding us.
By why? - I believe this planet is nothing but a farm or a factory and
we are nothing but cattle - quite literally. We are meat and nothing
but meat.
And considering what we have done to this planet another human
reset is a few years or perhaps even a few months away from
happening.
Because this planet has to be saved and the only way to do it is by
reducing our numbers to several millions. Something big is on the
horizon and we will all witness it soon.

